TO READERS OF RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION:

The Thirteenth International Congress of Historical Sciences is being held in Moscow August 16 through 23, 1970. Numerous sessions bearing on the late Middle Ages and the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries will be of interest to readers of Renaissance and Reformation. In addition, the International Federation of Societies and Institutes for the Study of the Renaissance will be having its own session during one day of the congress. The theme of the session is "The World of Erasmian Humanism." The main speaker will be C. Reedijk of the Hague, representing the Dutch Royal Commission on the Works of Erasmus. Shorter talks will be presented by Professor Margolin of Tours, Professor Gari of Florence and Professor Gerlo of Brussels.

If you think you might be interested in attending the meetings at Moscow, it is very important that you fill in the information below and send it immediately by airmail to:

Congrès International des Sciences Historiques
Le Comité Organisateur
rue Dm, Ulianov 19
Moscow V-36, USSR

You will then receive further information about housing, reservations, programme.

__________________________________________

I hope to be able to attend the International Congress of Historical Sciences from August 16 to August 23, 1970, in Moscow.

Last Name____________________________________

First Names___________________________________

Address_______________________________________

_____________________________________________

Accompanied by_________members of my family.

Date_________________________Signature______________________________